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REVISITING THE CDM BRIDGE REPORT: 
IDENTIFICATION OF BRIDGE PRESERVATION CANDIDATES, TREATMENTS, 

AND COSTS FOR LOCALLY-OWNED BRIDGES 
__________________________________________ 

COMPARISON OF CDM RECOMMENDED REPAIR TREATMENTS AND ESTIMATED 
 COSTS WITH ACTUAL DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION COSTS 

In June 2015 CDTC published the report, Identification of Bridge Preservation Candidates, Treatments, and Costs 
for Locally-Owned Bridges.  The report was prepared by CDM Smith with the assistance of CDTC’s Local Bridge 
Working Group in response to the paradigm shift from routine replacement or major rehabilitation of bridges to an 
emphasis on more affordable preservation treatments with CDTC’s acceptance of NYSDOT’s “preservation first” 
strategy.  The report reviewed and evaluated current information on structural conditions of local bridges using a 
variety of available information, including field investigation of selective bridges. The report accomplished the 
following: 

1. The report provided a comprehensive review of the condition of all 389 locally-owned bridges in CDTC’s
planning area using the most current bridge inspection reports available at the time. CDM made repair
recommendations for 189 bridges, and identified 137 bridges as candidates for preservation.  The analysis
identified one or two critical element specific treatments for each preservation candidate.

2. The preservation treatment(s) for each of the 189 bridges was based on: (1) general recommendation
condition rating for each bridge reported in NYSDOT’s Bridge Inspection Reports;  (2) engineering
judgment regarding the existing (not forecast) condition of individual bridge components; and (3)
selective site visits. Using this information, one or two treatments considered the most critical were
identified.  The modest budget for the study necessarily constrained CDM Smith to identifying no more
than two treatments.

3. Conceptual construction costs were developed for each bridge and respective work strategy and,
according to the consultant, were based on NYSDOT unit cost data available on the Department’s website
and bid information CDM Smith collected on recent preservation projects in New York and elsewhere.
Still, developing accurate and reliable costs for preservation treatments will remain challenging until we
collectively gain more experience with these types of projects.  For projects added to the TIP, costs
identified by CDM were adjusted to reflect costs for engineering and design, construction inspection,
inflation, and environmental mitigation.

Since the study was completed, Planning Committee discussions have occasionally revisited the issue of the 
reliability of preservation costs related to local bridge projects currently on the TIP.  In response to these concerns, 
CDTC staff took the opportunity to examine the issue by comparing the costs developed by CDM Smith for the 
study to subsequent engineering costs prepared for project sponsors during the project development process. We 
reviewed engineering documents and spoke to project sponsors to access the most current information on 
preservation projects. 
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Those findings are summarized in the attached table.  Highlights from the table are as follows: 
 

1. Element Specific Repairs: CDM scopes and costs for element specific repairs (preservation treatments) 
were close to the final engineered costs and/or actual low bid.  There are five bridges receiving element 
specific repairs: 

 
• Actual construction costs for two bridges – NY 67 and Henry Johnson Boulevard -- were found 

to be modestly higher, even though the scopes remained the same.  
• Actual construction costs for two bridges – both of the Dunham Hollow bridges -- revealed less 

expensive scopes in the design process which achieved the same result.  Coupled with 
bundling, those bridges cost 30-41 percent less than the CDM study estimated. 

• Actual construction cost for the fifth bridge – CR 26 – was 58 percent lower even though the 
scope remained the same. 

• The three bridges with lower construction cost were bundled for letting.  
• Overall, the CDM construction estimates for element specific repairs differed from the actual 

low bid by an average of 31 percent.  But most of that difference is due to the CDM Study 
overestimating the cost of repairs -- partially due to bundling, partially due to modification of 
the scope during the design process, and partially due to unknown factors. 

 
2. Other Project Types: Engineered construction estimates and/or low bids for bridge replacement, culvert 

repair, and bike/ped structures were found to be substantially higher than CDM study estimates. Staff is 
looking into the reasons behind these large differences.  

 
Given the strengths and weaknesses of the CDM Study highlighted above, the following conclusions are offered: 
 

1. Prior to the CDM study, local bridge owners were at a disadvantage when it came to competing for bridge 
funding for element specific repairs.  The CDM effort provided CDTC members with a common 
quantitative or empirical source for scopes and cost estimates, which in turn, provided an objective basis 
from which to compete for funding.  As a result, candidate projects were proposed and evaluated.  Some 
were added to the TIP and most of those are under construction or have been completed.  Those which 
were element specific in nature, cost close to the amount estimated in the study. 
 

2. Even though the study identified structures that warranted replacement and other major repair, it was 
commissioned to focus on preservation opportunities.  Estimating the costs of bridge replacements (for 
example) was not the intent of the CDM Study.  CDTC has funded bridge replacement projects via the TIP 
for many years, and was not intending to supplement that effort.  Since the cost estimates for bridge 
replacements have been low by a factor of two or three sometimes of those years, a better means of 
estimating bridge replacements would’ve been a welcome bonus of the study. 
 

3. The CDM Study did not accurately estimate the costs for repair of culvert and bike/ped bridges.  As shown 
in the table, at least three winters passed between the date of the inspection reports used in the study 
and the time of final design and bidding.  It is likely that the additional deterioration experienced by these 
structures (already needing repairs) caused the need for additional repairs or changes to the scopes that 
drastically affected construction cost.  It is well known that preservation type repairs have an expiration 
date.  If too much time passes between the time of the initial estimated scope and cost, those estimates 
will be obsolete.  Perhaps this happened with these structures.  Regardless, it should be a goal of the next 
study to reduce the time between the inspections that lead to the initial estimates, and the time of final 
design and construction. 
 

 
 



Bridge TIP # BIN CDM Smith Scope Winters
CDM 

Const. 
($K)

Actual 
Const. 

($K)
% Differ Actual 

Cost Date Actual Status Comment

Element Specific Repairs
NY 67 SA291 1071940 Superstructure Replacement, Repair Abutment Seat 1 1,100 1300 18% Bid
Henry Johnson Blvd A562 2200270 Replace Bearings, Reconstruct Approaches 3 1,000 1,079 8% 1/22/18 Bid Actual includes additional work, MPT
CR 26 over Black Ck R298 3303840 Superstructure Replacement 3 700 297 -58% 1/19/18 Bid
Dunham Hollow Rd R298 3303870 Steel Repairs, Paint 3 500 351 -30% 1/19/18 Bid Actual replaces superstructure (box beam)
Dunham Hollow Rd R298 3303880 Concrete Slab Unit 3 600 354 -41% 1/19/18 Bid CDM Cost is to replace

3,900 3,381 -13%
31%

Bridge Replacements
Murdock Rd/Tsasawassa R322 2201870 Three-sided Unit 3 600 865 44% 3/1/17 Early Design

Culverts
Duanesburgburg Churches Rd S235 3304880 Clean Out Culvert, Replace Rail 3 100 439 339% 1/19/18 Final Greater deterioration than in insp report

Bike/Ped Bridges
Zim Smith Trail SA292 7005610 Concrete Patch Repairs 4 75 464 519% 1/19/18 Done Additional work needed
GE Ped I-890 x S236c 2256680 Replace Joints, Paint 3 400 1,700 325% 10/24/17 Late Design Actual includes more work and was dropped.

475 2,164 356%

TIP & CDM Project Types Different
Ashdown Rd SA297 2202570 Replace Joints & Bearings 4 700 1,307 87% NA NA Changed to bridge replacement

Notes:

Capital District Transportation Committee
Evaluation of Cost Estimates from CDM Local Bridge Study

"CDM Const." is construction cost only. Design and Inspection are not included.
"Actual Const." is the latest construction cost only.  No other phases are included.  Inspection is not included.

Total Element Specific
Average Absolute % Difference - Element Specific

Total Bike/Ped
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